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● Develop testable hypotheses around AI use cases
● Consider human factors of interacting with these tools
● Determine which applications are ripe for pursuit

Goals for this session



Where are we on the hype cycle?

×

December 
2022?

July 2023?



“How can we use GenAI for something useful?”

This has felt like a bit of a strange question to ask over the past 
year …



How we generally do this: human-centered design

Source: Interaction Design Foundation 
(https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/5-stages-in-the-design-thinking-process)

Ask Define Ideate Prototype Evaluate

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/5-stages-in-the-design-thinking-process


How we generally do this: human-centered design



Why generative AI feels different

✨✨✨ Technology-driven design ✨✨✨

Understand what the 
technology is and 

what it’s not
Generate hypotheses 

about use cases + 
choose practical ones!

Have a clear 
evaluation strategy 
for each hypothesis



Let’s do a group exercise …

Grab some scratch paper, or you can use the session doc
Pick a task! And let’s generate some hypotheses!

We will also use a sample case to walk through the example



Categories/examples of use cases for AI in news
Newsgathering
->Surfacing leads from structured 
or unstructured text
->Generating news angles
->Summarize/QA dense data
->Transcription

Production
->Writing summaries of stories
->Editing partner
->Retrieve archive data that might 
be relevant

Dissemination
->Summaries for social media or 
SEO
->Personalize/localize studies
->Alt text

Collaboration and Coordination
->Summarize meeting minutes
->Deliver targeted analytics 
insights



Eric to add AP 
example

Ways to do this

Source: Hugging Face tasks taxonomy

https://huggingface.co/tasks


[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

What task would it be used for?
->Specificity of task? General purpose use? More customizable?

What is the goal for this task?
->Supplement activity (e.g. glue work)? 
->Expand capacity (e.g. summarization for scanning)? 
->Add a new activity (e.g. new way to brainstorm)?

What is the level of oversight necessary?
->Converting data formats vs. generating an article summary
->Time needed for this oversight?



[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

What task would it be used for?
->Generate news angles from science papers, no personalization

What is the goal for this task?
->Expand capacity, allow people to filter and brainstorm without 
getting bogged down by jargon 

What is the level of oversight necessary?
->Not too much honestly, although factuality is a must or time is 
wasted



Old sketch from when I started doing this



[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

Data privacy concerns, given this task + goal + oversight?
->Don’t feed it personal/confidential data

What are the stakes if it makes an error? Margin for error?
->C/f oversight that is needed + it will make errors, yes
->Cost of false positives vs. false negatives?

What resources and training will you/users need?
->Startup resources vs. longer-term needs



[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

Data privacy concerns, given this task + goal + oversight?
->Open-access, public data, not too worried about this

What are the stakes if it makes an error? Margin for error?
->Wasted time with false positives - how much?
->Risk of missing out on important info - how much?

What resources and training will you/users need?
->Documentation around LLMs+how to use
->Mechanisms to archive/bookmark things
->Report errors and mistakes
->Explanation???



[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

Would you need a specialised model training/tuning/interface? 
-> UI? Sheets? In CMS?
-> What other tech stack? Scraping? 
-> Why not simpler, cheaper NLP?

Communicating uncertainty with system output?
->Do you need to do this? Where would it help?

Push vs. pull type of system?
->Who seeks out whom? Alignment to time?



[An attempt at] generating practical hypotheses

Would you need a specialised model training/tuning/interface? 
->Fine-tuning because science is a specialized domain
->Interface unnecessary, but allowed interoperability

Communicating uncertainty with system output?
->Still very speculative when we were doing this, but if I were to do 
this again, I’d think about output probabilities for text

Push vs. pull type of system?
->Pull system, unsure if reporters actually dig through individual 
preprints a lot





So there’s a hypothesis!

Source: Interaction Design Foundation 
(https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/5-stages-in-the-design-thinking-process)

Ask Define Ideate Prototype Test

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/5-stages-in-the-design-thinking-process


Worth asking over the rest of the process

Conflict in responsibilities to audiences given the ethical positions and 
issues the profession navigates vs. GenAI biases/inaccuracies?

Is this actually going to expand capacity, or creativity, or speed?
Should it?



🫠🫠🫠
?



● Discuss and share

How do you decide what projects to pursue?

⬈ 
Capability-out?

We can do a thing. 
What uses are 
there for it?

⬋ Use-case-in?

We have a need. 
How can we 
address it?



What’s the value?

Source: RICE framework from Intercom

https://www.intercom.com/blog/rice-simple-prioritization-for-product-managers/


What’s the value?

Reach × Impact × Confidence

Effort × Risk



RICER: Proposed framework for evaluating AI efforts

Reach How many people will this solution help? Internal users
End users

Impact How often and by how much? Time saved
New functionality enabled

Confidence How sure are we that… …we can build it?
…the output will be of sufficient quality?
…people will use it?
…it will deliver the expected benefit?

Effort How much time/expense will it take to… …build it?
…maintain it?
…train the model and oversee the output?

Risk If something goes wrong, what is the 
potential harm to…

…our reputation/brand? (internal + external)
…our security?

×

×

×



Let’s try it out: Take your use case through these

Reach How many people will this solution help? Internal users
End users

Impact How often and by how much? Time saved
New functionality enabled

Confidence How sure are we that… …we can build it?
…the output will be of sufficient quality?
…people will use it?
…it will deliver the expected benefit?

Effort How much time/expense will it take to… …build it?
…maintain it?
…train the model and oversee the output?

Risk If something goes wrong, what is the 
potential harm to…

…our reputation/brand? (internal + external)
…our security?

×

×

×



Start here Major projects

As time allows 🙅
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Effort × Risk



Questions?



Thanks!


